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A population of primordial black holes formed in the early Universe could contribute to at least a fraction
of the black-hole merger events detectable by current and future gravitational-wave interferometers. With
the ever-increasing number of detections, an important open problem is how to discriminate whether a
given event is of primordial or astrophysical origin. We systematically present a comprehensive and
interconnected list of discriminators that would allow us to rule out, or potentially claim, the primordial
origin of a binary by measuring different parameters, including redshift, masses, spins, eccentricity, and
tidal deformability. We estimate how accurately future detectors (such as the Einstein Telescope and LISA)
could measure these quantities, and we quantify the constraining power of each discriminator for current
interferometers. We apply this strategy to the GWTC-3 catalog of compact binary mergers. We show that
current measurement uncertainties do not allow us to draw solid conclusions on the primordial origin of
individual events, but this may become possible with next-generation ground-based detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The collapse of very large inhomogeneities during the
radiation-dominated era could produce primordial black
holes (PBHs) [1–4] across a wide mass range [5–8].
Despite several observational constraints on these objects
(see [9] for a recent review), in certain mass ranges PBHs
could comprise the entirety of the dark matter, and could
seed supermassive black holes (BHs) at high redshift
[10–12]. Furthermore, PBHs could contribute to at least
a fraction of the BH merger events detected by LIGO-Virgo
[13–15] so far [16–38], and to those that will be detected by
future gravitational-wave (GW) instruments [33,39,40]: see
Refs. [15,41] for the most recent LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA
(LVK) collaboration catalog and population studies, and
Refs. [42–44] for reviews on PBHs as GW sources.
“Special” events such as GW190425 (with a total mass

that exceeds that of known galactic neutron star binaries)
and the mass-gap events (such as GW190814 [45],
GW190521 [46], and GW190426_190642) may have a
PBH origin. Also, a subpopulation of PBHs may be
competitive with certain astrophysical population models
at explaining a fraction of events detected thus far by
the LVK collaboration [36]. However, astrophysical

uncertainties make it hard to draw definite conclusions
at a population level, and confidently claiming the primor-
dial origin of an individual BH merger is much more
challenging. Indeed, an important problem in the “PBHs as
GW sources” program is to disentangle a PBH candidate
from the astrophysical foreground, thus discriminating
between the primordial or astrophysical origin of a given
binary. Attempts have been made for single-event detections
using Bayesian model selection based on astrophysically or
primordial-motivated different priors [47], whereas catalog
analyses could use the peculiar mass-spin-redshift distribu-
tions predicted for PBH binaries [22,28] or perform pop-
ulation studies [29–31,33,36]. Given current measurement
accuracy, the relativelymodest number ofGWevents, and the
uncertainties in both PBH and astrophysical models, none of
the aforementioned strategies is currently able to give
irrefutable evidence for or against the PBH scenario [36].
This state of affairs is expected to improve greatly in

the era of next-generation detectors, such as the third-
generation (3G) ground-based interferometers Cosmic
Explorer (CE) [48] and Einstein Telescope (ET) [49],
and the future space mission LISA [50]. In particular,
3G detection rates will be orders of magnitude larger than
current ones [51–53], and much more accurate measure-
ments will be possible for “golden” events with high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).*gabriele.franciolini@uniroma1.it
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The main goal of this paper is to present a systematic
discussion of the various discriminators that would allow us
to either rule out or confidently claim the primordial origin
of a GW event by measuring different key binary para-
meters: the redshift, masses, spins, eccentricity, and tidal
deformability (see Sec. II). A systematic strategy to use
these discriminators is summarized in the flowchart of
Fig. 1, based on the predictions of the standard PBH
scenario summarized in Sec. II (where we also discuss
some caveats). In Sec. III we estimate the measurement
errors on the PBH discriminators needed to apply this
flowchart, and we quantify their constraining power for
current and future detectors. In Sec. IV we apply the
strategy to the GWTC-3 event catalog. We conclude in
Sec. V with a summary of our findings and a discussion of
future research directions.
We will focus on binaries with individual component

masses up to aroundOð102Þ M⊙, which comprise all of the
events currently observed by LVK. We do not attempt to
assess the primordial nature of more massive BHs, up to
the supermassive range potentially detectable by LISA.
Accretion throughout the cosmological evolution prior to
the reionization epoch is still poorly modeled for those
PBHs, and the predictions used in this paper (following
Refs. [28,54]) have not been properly extended including
feedback effects: see the discussion in Ref. [55]. Therefore
we leave this effort for future work. Throughout this paper
we adopt geometrical units (G ¼ c ¼ 1).

II. KEY PREDICTIONS FOR PBHs

In this section, we review the main properties of PBH
binaries, whose characteristic features will be used in the rest
of the paper to address the question: how can we rule out or
confirm the primordial origin of a merger signal? We
highlight that throughout this work we will consider the
“standard” PBH formation scenario, in which PBHs are
formed out of large density fluctuations in the radiation
dominated Universe [42]. We will comment later on about
other possible PBH scenarios, and whether they may lead to
different predictions.
To clarify our notation, we consider binaries with masses

m1 and m2, mass ratio q ¼ m2=m1 ≤ 1, total mass
M ¼ m1 þm2, and dimensionless spins χi ¼ Ji=m2

i (with
0 ≤ χj ≤ 1), located at redshift z. Additionally, an important
parameter measurable through GW observations is the
effective spin

χeff ≡ χ1 cosα1 þ qχ2 cosα2
1þ q

; ð1Þ

which is a function of the mass ratio q, of both BH spin
magnitudes χj (j ¼ 1, 2), andof their orientationwith respect
to the orbital angular momentum, parametrized by the tilt
angles αj.

A. PBH binary formation vs redshift

In the standard formation scenario, PBHs are generated
from the collapse of large overdensities in the primordial

FIG. 1. Schematic flowchart to systematically rule out or potentially assess the primordial nature of a binary merger based on
measurements of the redshift z, eccentricity e, tidal deformability Λ, component masses m, and dimensionless spins χ. Each arrow
indicates if the condition in the box is met (green) or violated (red). The various marks indicate: (green tick) likely to be a PBH binary;
(red cross) cannot to be a PBH binary; (question mark) may be a PBH binary.
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Universe [5–8] (see [43] for a recent review). As the PBH
mass is related to the size of the cosmological horizon at the
time of collapse, the formation of a PBH of mass mPBH
takes place deep in the radiation-dominated era, at a typical
redshift [42]

zi ≈ 2 × 1011
�
mPBH

M⊙

�
−1=2

: ð2Þ

At that epoch, the standard scenario predicts that PBH
locations in space are described by a Poisson distribution
[56–60]. In simple terms, this means that the number of
PBHs in a given volume V is described by a Poisson
distribution with mean λ ¼ nPBH × V, where nPBH is the
average number density of PBHs in the Universe. This
initial condition is used to compute the properties of the
population of PBH binaries formed at high redshift and
contributing to the PBH merger rate.
It is important to stress that the merger rate of PBHs is

dominated by binaries formed in the early Universe via
gravitational decoupling from the Hubble flow before the
matter-radiation equality [61,62]. Another binary formation
mechanism is possible, i.e. the formation of binaries taking
place in present-day halos through gravitational capture.
This second possibility was previously considered in the
literature, see for example Refs. [16,63], but it was later on
shown to produce a largely subdominant contribution to the
overall merger rate [20,25,64,65]. We will, therefore, only
consider the former mechanism throughout this paper. As a
consequence, in contrast to the astrophysical channels,
primordial binary BHs (BBHs) have a merger rate density
that monotonically increases with redshift as [20,22,28]

RPBHðzÞ ∝
�

tðzÞ
tðz ¼ 0Þ

�
−34=37

; ð3Þ

extending up to redshifts z≳Oð103Þ. Notice that the
evolution of the merger rate with time shown in Eq. (3)
is entirely determined by the binary formation mechanism
(i.e. how pairs of PBHs decouple from the Hubble flow)
before the matter-radiation equality era. Equation (3) is,
therefore, a robust prediction of the PBH model in the
standard formation scenario.
On the contrary, astrophysical-origin mergers should not

occur at z≳ 30. The redshift corresponding to the epoch of
first star formation is poorly known: theoretical calculations
and cosmological simulations suggest this to fall below
z ∼ 40 [66–73] (but see Refs. [74,75], where Pop III star
formation was suggested to start at higher or lower red-
shift). The time delay between Pop III star formation and
BBH mergers was studied using population synthesis
models, and found to be around Oð10Þ Myr [73,76–84].
This means that we can conservatively assume BBHs from
Pop III remnants to merge below z ≈ 30, and consider

merger redshifts z≳ 30 to be smoking guns for primordial
binaries [33,71,85].

B. PBH masses and spins

The distribution of PBH masses mPBH is determined by
the characteristic size and statistical properties of the
density perturbations, corresponding to curvature pertur-
bations generated during the inflationary epoch. AsmPBH is
related to the mass contained in the cosmological horizon at
the time of collapse, a much wider range of masses is
accessible compared to astrophysical BHs [42]. In particu-
lar, PBHs can have subsolar masses, which are unexpected
from standard stellar evolution, and they can also populate
the astrophysical mass gaps [45,46].
Given an accurate mass measurement, we can discrimi-

nate among three cases:
(i) mi ≲M⊙: subsolar compact objects could be

PBHs,1 white dwarfs, brown dwarfs, or exotic
compact objects [87], e.g. boson stars [88]. Distin-
guishing PBHs from other compact objects requires
taking into account tidal disruption and tidal de-
formability measurements (see Sec. II D below). As
we will see, less compact objects like brown and
white dwarfs are tidally disrupted well before the
contact frequency, so detecting the merger of a
subsolar compact object would imply new physics,
regardless of the nature of the object [89].

(ii) 1≲mi=M⊙ ≲ 3: PBHs in this mass range can be
confused with neutron stars (NSs). Once again, tidal
deformability measurement can in principle be used
to break the degeneracy. Additionally, solar-mass
BHs can form out of NS transmutation in certain
particle-dark-matter scenarios [90–93]. In the upper
half of this mass range (2≲mi=M⊙ ≲ 3), the
component BHs in the binary may form out of
previous NS-NS mergers and then pair again to
produce a light binary [94]. In this case, however, the
second-generation BH formed as a result of the
NS-NSmerger is expected to be spinning [95]. This is
in contrast with the prediction for the PBH scenario in
this mass range, as we shall see in the following.

(iii) mi > 3 M⊙: PBHs in this mass range must be
distinguished from stellar-origin BHs by othermeans.

Obviously, the boundaries between the mass ranges dis-
cussed above should be understood as approximate, and
taken with a grain of salt.
Another important property of a PBH is its spin χ. Since

extremeGaussian perturbations tend to have nearly spherical
shape [96] and the collapse takes place in a radiation-
dominated Universe, the initial dimensionless Kerr param-
eter χ ≡ J=M2 (where J and M are the angular momentum
andmass of the BH) is expected to be below the percent level

1See, however, Ref. [86] for models in which subsolar BHs are
born out of dark sector interactions.
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[97,98]. However, a nonvanishing spin can be acquired by
PBHs forming binaries through an efficient phase of accre-
tion [28,54] prior to the reionization epoch.
Accretion during the cosmic evolution was shown to be

effective only for PBHs with masses above mPBH≳
Oð10Þ M⊙. Therefore, the PBH model predicts binaries
with negligible spins in the “light” portion of the observable
mass range of current ground-based detectors. At larger
masses, a defining characteristic of the PBH model is the
expected correlation between large binary total masses and
large values of the spins of their PBH constituents, induced
by accretion effects. In addition, the spin directions of PBHs
in binaries are, at least following the modeling of accretion
described inRef. [28], independent and randomly distributed
on the sphere.Wewill consider this scenario in the remainder
of the paper, but we warn the reader that details of the
accretion dynamics are still rather uncertain, and exceptions
to the prediction of random spin orientations are possible.
Overall, PBHaccretion is still affected by large uncertainties,
in particular coming from the impact of feedback effects
[20,99], structure formation [24,100], and early x-ray pre-
heating (e.g. [101]). Therefore, in recent years, an additional
hyperparameter (the cutoff redshift zcutoff ∈ ½10; 30�) was
introduced to account for accretionmodel uncertainties [54].
For each value of zcutoff there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the initial and final masses, which can be computed
according to the accretion model described in detail in
Refs. [28,54,55,99,102]. We highlight, for clarity, that a
lower cutoff is associated to stronger accretion andviceversa.
Values above zcutoff ≃ 30 effectively correspond to negligible
accretion in the mass range of interest for LVKobservations.
For detections at high redshift z > zcutoff (as those potentially
achievable with 3G detectors), one expects a characteristic
z − χ correlation.
It is possible to derive an analytical fit of the relation

between the masses and spins predicted at low redshift (that
is, z≲ zcutoff ) as a function of zcutoff ⊃ ½10; 30�. This fit
describes the magnitude of both individual spins χi (where
i ¼ 1, 2) in PBH binaries as a function of the primary mass
and mass ratio in the ranges m1 ≲ 102 M⊙ and q≳ 0.1,
respectively. The fit was derived using the results of the
numerical integration of the equations describing accretion
onto PBH in binaries as modeled in Refs. [28,54]. It could
be useful when performing Bayesian parameter estimations
assuming PBH motivated priors, or for searches in GW
catalogs for a PBH-motivated mass-spin relation. It can be
written parametrically as

χiðm1; q; zcutoffÞ ≈ 10−2 þMin

�
0.988; 10f

b
i

�
m1

M⊙
− fai

�
fci

× Θ
�
m1

M⊙
− fai

��
; ð4Þ

where Θ is the Heaviside theta function, and each coef-
ficient fa;b;ci depends on both zcutoff and q. Those functions
are expanded as a polynomial series of the form

fαi ðzcutoff ; qÞ ¼ α0i þ
X3
j¼1

αz;ji

�
zcutoff
10

�
j
þ
X3
j¼1

αq;ji qj

þ
X2
j;k¼1

αj;ki

�
zcutoff
10

�
j
qk; ð5Þ

with α ¼ ½a; b; c�. Note that the terms in the polynomial
expansion involving the cutoff redshift are renormalized as
a function of ðzcutoff=10Þ for numerical convenience. The fit
percentile error is below 10% in the vast majority (> 98%)
of the parameter space, while it degrades to around 30%
close to the boundaries of the ðm1; q; zcutoffÞ space. The
coefficients in the analytical relation are reported in
Appendix A. In Fig. 2, we show the expected distribution
of χeff produced using Eq. (4) and by averaging over the
spin angles, as a function of PBH masses in binaries for
various choices of zcutoff .
After this summary, we would like to stress once more

that these predictions assume the standard PBH scenario,
where PBHs are formed through the collapse of large
overdensities during the radiation phase. There are other
possible scenarios, such as formation from assembly of
matterlike objects (particles, Q-balls, oscillons, etc.),
domain walls and heavy quarks of a confining gauge
theory, which may lead to different predictions for the
PBH spin at formation [103–106]. For instance, during an
early matter-dominated phase, possibly following the end
of inflation and preceding the reheating phase, PBHs may
be formed in a pressureless environment and develop initial
large, and possibly maximal, spins [103,107]. Such sce-
narios would require dedicated analyses, but we remark
that the impact of accretion (when relevant) onto the mass-
spin correlation and the properties of the remaining
observables (i.e. redshift distribution, eccentricity and
masses) remain consistent with the standard scenario.

C. PBH eccentricity

Another key prediction of the primordial model involves
the eccentricity e of PBH binaries. While formed with large
eccentricity at high redshift, PBH binaries then have
enough time to circularize before the GW signal can enter
the observation band of current and future detectors.2 In this
section we quantify this statement.

1. Eccentricity distribution at formation

We start by defining the mean PBH separation at matter-
radiation equality as

2References [63,108] analyzed the scenario where PBH
binaries are formed dynamically in the late-time Universe and
potentially retain large eccentricities. This channel was shown to
provide a subdominant contribution to the overall merger rate in
the standard scenario [20], as we discussed at the beginning of
this section, and therefore we disregard it.
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x̄≡
�

3mPBH

4πfPBHρeq

�
1=3

; ð6Þ

where ρeq is the average energy density at matter-radiation
equality and fPBH is the fraction of dark matter in PBHs. As
predicted by the standard formation scenario in the absence
of primordial non-Gaussianities, PBHs follow a Poisson
spatial distribution at formation. One can show that the
differential probability distribution of the rescaled angular
momentum j≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 − e2
p

reads [20,109,110]

jPðjÞ ¼ yðjÞ2
ð1þ yðjÞ2Þ3=2 ;

yðjÞ≡ j

0.5ð1þ σ2eq=f2PBHÞ1=2ðx=x̄Þ3
; ð7Þ

where σeq ≈ 0.005 indicates the variance of the Gaussian
large-scale density perturbations at matter-radiation equa-
lity. This distribution is the result of both the surrounding
PBHs and matter perturbations producing a torque on the
PBH binary system during its formation.3 Finally, the
distribution describing both j and the semimajor axis a
can be written as

Pða; jÞ ¼ 3

4a1=4

�
fPBH
αx̄

�
3=4

PðjÞ exp
�
−
�
xðaÞ
x̄

�
3
�
; ð8Þ

where

xðaÞ≡
�
3amPBH

4παρeq

�
1=4

ð9Þ

and α ≃ 0.1 [20]. This distribution is shown in Fig. 3.
We are interested in finding the probability distribution

of the angular momentum of binaries constrained by the
requirement of merging at redshift zmerge (or time tmerge).
We compute, therefore, the merger time tmerge of primordial
binaries using Peter’s formula [111,112] (see also [113]).
For a binary of equal masses m1 ¼ m2 ¼ mPBH, initial
eccentricity e0 and semimajor axis a0, and in the limit of
large initial eccentricity, one finds

τ ¼ 3

170

a40
m3

PBH
ð1 − e20Þ7=2: ð10Þ

In the left panel of Fig. 3 we also show by dashed black
lines the set of parameters ða; jÞ giving rise to a merger at
redshift z ¼ ½0; 30; 100�. Note that while the value of fPBH
has a major impact on the overall probability of forming a
PBH binary (and the consequent overall merger rate), it
affects only slightly the shape of the probability density
function for the orbital parameters.

2. Eccentricity evolution

The predictions for the initial binary parameters of PBHs
should be used to forecast the final eccentricity when the
GW enters the observability band of current ground-based
detectors. As PBH binaries form at very high redshift,
observable signals are coming from binaries which are
initially wide enough so that the merger time is close to the
current age of the Universe. As GW emission circularizes
the orbit, one expects PBH binaries to lose any relevant
eccentricity before detection.
Let us show this explicitly. Rearranging the equations

describing the orbital evolution under the effect of GW
emission, and defining the pericenter distance

FIG. 2. Left: predicted primary (χ1) and secondary (χ2) spins as a function of primary mass and mass ratio for various values of zcutoff
(indicated by the same colors as in the right panel). The plot highlights that for unequal mass binaries, the PBH accretion model predicts
the secondary spin component χ2 to be larger than the primary component χ1. Right: predicted distribution of χeff as a function of
m1 ¼ m2 for three selected values of zcutoff .

3Note that the description of the formation properties of PBH
binaries was slightly improved in Ref. [22], accounting for the
results of N-body simulations. We neglect this small correction in
our estimates, as it would not affect our conclusion that the
eccentricity must be small when PBH binaries enter the sensi-
tivity band of GW detectors.
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rp ≡ að1 − eÞ; ð11Þ

one obtains [114]

rp
de
drp

¼ eð1þ eÞ 304þ 121e2

192 − 112eþ 168e2 þ 47e3
; ð12Þ

which, in the limit of quasicircular orbits e ≪ 1, simplifies
to

d ln e
d ln rp

≃
304

192
≃ 1.6: ð13Þ

We show the evolution of the eccentricity as a function of e0
in Fig. 3 (right panel). For a characteristic PBHbinary formed
by a narrow PBH population with fPBH ¼ 10−3 andmPBH ¼
30 M⊙ and expected to merge at z ≃ 0, one finds an initial
binary pericenter distance of the order of rp ≃ 4 × 109 m.
In the figure we also indicate the eccentricity at which
the binary would approximately enter the ET and LVK
observable band with a frequency of 1 and 10 Hz, respec-
tively. Those frequencies corresponds to roughly rp ≃
22RSch ≃ 2 × 106 m (rp≃102RSch≃9×106m) formPBH ¼
30 M⊙, where the eccentricity of the orbit has already been
reduced to a value below e ≈ 10−5.
We can use the GW frequency evolution as a function of

the eccentricity to estimate the eccentricity of the binary at
the smaller frequencies accessible to 3G detectors. Since
(see e.g. [111,112,115])

fGWðeÞ¼
2

P0

ð1−e2Þ3=2
e18=19

�
1þ121

304
e2
�
−1305=2299

c3=20 ; ð14Þ

where c0 ¼ ½e12=190 ð1þ 121e20=304Þ1305=2299�=ð1 − e20Þ and
P0 is the initial orbital period, we can infer that in the limit
of small eccentricity

e ∝ f−19=18GW : ð15Þ
Since detectors such as ETare potentially sensitive down to
frequencies ≈1 Hz, the above scaling shows that the
eccentricity of the binary when it enters the 3G band is
only a factor Oð10Þ bigger than when it enters the LIGO
band, and it is still negligible for PBH binaries.4

So far we have considered mergers happening at low
redshift z≲ 1. In case of high-redshift mergers (z≳ 30)
predicted by the primordial scenario, the initial PBH binary
semimajor axis is reduced by only a factor Oð2Þ, as shown
in Fig. 3. This small change is due to the large sensitivity of
the merger time to the initial semimajor axis: τ ∝ a40, see
Eq. (10). Therefore, when the binary enters the detectable
frequency band of GW experiments, it is expected to have
already circularized its orbit to an undetectable level. This
property allows us to distinguish primordial binaries from
binaries produced by astrophysical dynamical formation
channels, which may retain significant eccentricities (see
e.g. Refs. [117–121]).
Let us recall one more time that our predictions are based

on the assumption that PBH mergers are dominated by the

FIG. 3. Left: probability distribution of semimajor axis a and rescaled angular momentum j for PBH binaries of a population
described by fPBH ¼ 10−3 and mPBH ¼ 30 M⊙. The black dashed lines indicate the combination of parameters giving a merger time
equal to the age of the Universe at various redshift z ¼ ½0; 30; 500�. Right: eccentricity evolution for a characteristic binary merging at
low redshift (z ≈ 0) formed from a PBH population with fPBH ¼ 10−3 and mPBH ¼ 30 M⊙, whose initial pericenter distance rp at the
binary formation epoch is indicated by the arrow. As an indication, we also show the power-law scaling relating the eccentricity e to rp.

4For the mass range considered in this work, LISAwill only be
able to observe inspiralling binaries at frequencies ≳2 × 10−2 Hz
(assuming an observation time Tobs ¼ 1 yr) [116]. The problem
in this case is that large eccentricities are expected also in
astrophysical dynamical formation channels, so eccentricity
would not be a good way to discriminate individual PBH binaries
in the LISA band [117–121]. However, it may be possible to
distinguish the PBH channel from other astrophysical models
from the eccentricity distribution of the whole BBH population.
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binaries formed in the early Universe. If late-time Universe
binaries contribute substantially to the observed events, the
PBH binary eccentricity may be larger, and comparable to
expectations from the astrophysical dynamical formation
scenarios. This situation may be realized with strong PBH
clustering suppressing the early-Universe binary merger
rate, while enhancing the late-time Universe contribution
[25,65,122,123]. However, we stress that this scenario
would require a large value of the PBH abundance
(fPBH ≃ 1), which is in contrast with current PBH con-
straints in the LVK mass range [9].

D. Tidal disruption and tidal deformability

While PBHs below a few solar masses can be easily
distinguished from a population of (heavier) stellar-origin
BHs, they might be confused with other compact objects.
For example, in standard astrophysical scenarios, white
dwarfs and NSs are formed with masses above ≈0.2 M⊙
[124] and ≈1 M⊙ [125–128], respectively.
A relevant discriminator in this case is provided by the

Roche radius, rRoche, below which the secondary object in a
binary system gets tidally disrupted, if it is not a BH. The
Roche radius is approximately

rRoche ∼ 1.26r2q−1=3; ð16Þ

where r2 is the radius of the secondary object. If
rRoche > rISCO ∼OðMÞ, where rISCO is the radius of the
Innermost Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO), the binary is tidally
disrupted before merger, thus effectively cutting off the GW
signal at the GW frequency corresponding to rRoche. Another
relevant quantity to check is the contact radius which,
assuming the primary is a BH, can be estimated as

rcontact ∼ 2m1 þ r2: ð17Þ

If rcontact > rISCO the contact frequency of the objects is
lower than the ISCO frequency, and the point-particle
approximation breaks down.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows that, for a typical white

dwarf, maxðrRoche; rcontactÞ ¼ rRoche is larger than the ISCO.
Therefore, the star is tidally disrupted well before the GW
signal reaches the ISCO frequency. Less compact objects,
such as brown dwarfs, are disrupted at even larger radii
(smaller orbital frequencies). Therefore, if m2 < M⊙ (thus
excluding NSs) the maximum frequency of the coalescence
can be used to detect a tidal disruption event and discrimi-
nate whether the secondary is a BH or a less compact star.
When the secondary is a NS, the possible outcomes are
more complicated. We may still have nondisruptive merg-
ers if the NS compactness (i.e. the ratio between the mass
and the size of the NS, C≡mNS=rNS) is large enough, or if
the ratio between the secondary (NS) mass and the primary
(BH) mass is sufficiently small: see the right panel of Fig. 4,
based on the criterion in Ref. [129]. In this case, the
absence of tidal disruption may not be used as a discrimi-
nator for the (primordial) BH nature of the secondary
object.
Exotic compact objects [87] (e.g. boson stars [130])

would provide another possible explanation for a (sub)solar
compact object. The compactness of a boson star depends
strongly on its mass and on the scalar self-interactions
[131]. For the vanilla “mini” boson star model without self-
interactions [132], the compactness is m2=r2 ¼ Oð0.01Þ
near the maximum mass. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows
that also solar-mass miniboson stars would be tidally
disrupted before the ISCO. In the presence of strong scalar

FIG. 4. Left: maximum between the Roche radius and the contact radius, r2 þ 2m1, normalized by the total binary mass M, as a
function of the primary mass m1 for two representative examples of secondary object: a white dwarf (blue) and a solar-mass miniboson
star (green). The horizontal gray band brackets the ISCO of a spinning BH (1 < rISCO=M < 9). This plot indicates that compact objects
such as white dwarfs and miniboson stars are usually disrupted before reaching the ISCO. For both chosen examples,
maxðrRoche; rcontactÞ ¼ rRoche. Right: focusing on NS-BH binaries, the plot shows the minimum mass ratio above which the NSs
get disrupted depending on the NS compactness C and BH spin χ. We use the disruption criterion of Ref. [129], which is based on
numerical NS-BH merger simulations.
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self-interactions, boson stars can be as compact as a NS
[131,133], so in that case the tidal disruption is not a clear-
cut discriminator.
Another key discriminator between PBHs and (sub)solar

horizonless objects is the absence, in the former case, of
tidal deformability contributions to the gravitational wave-
form. The tidal Love numbers are identically zero for a BH
(see Refs. [134–147] for literature on this topic), whereas
they are generically nonzero and model dependent for any
other compact object [131]. The tidal Love numbers enter
the GW phase in Eq. (B3) starting at 5 post-Newtonian
(PN) order. We write

ΔΨtidal
6PN ¼ Λv5 þ δΛv6 þOðv7Þ; ð18Þ

where v ¼ ðπMfÞ1=3 is the PN orbital velocity parameter,
and the 5PN and 6PN terms are given by [148,149]

Λ ¼
�
264 −

288

η1

�
λð1Þ2

M5
þ ð1 ↔ 2Þ;

δΛ ¼
�
4595

28
−
15895

28η1
þ 5715η1

14
−
325η21
7

�
λð1Þ2

M5
þ ð1 ↔ 2Þ;

ð19Þ

in terms of the dominant (i.e. electric-type, quadrupolar)

tidal Love number, λðiÞ2 ¼ 2m5
i k

ðiÞ
2 =3, of the ith body. In the

Newtonian approximation, the tidal Love number of an
object is (see e.g. [150])

kðiÞ2 ∼Oð0.01 − 0.1Þ
�
ri
mi

�
5

; ð20Þ

where the precise value of the dimensionless prefactor
depends on the nature of the object (for instance, on the
equation of state in the case of a NS). Thus, less compact
objects have the larger tidal deformability, and hence can be
more easily discriminated from a BH.
Overall, any measurement of a nonzero tidal deform-

ability in an object above a few solar masses would
automatically imply that either the object is not a BH, or
that the BH is surrounded by matter fields, in which case
the total tidal Love number of the dressed BH is nonzero
[151,152].
Finally, a further discriminator would be the waveform

corrections due to tidal heating terms in the case of BHs.
This correction is due to dissipation at the event horizon
[153] and is negligible for other compact objects [87,154].
However, the contribution of the tidal heating is typically
small. Unless the object is extremely compact so that
k2 ∼ 0, tidal heating is subdominant with respect to the tidal
deformability correction presented above.

III. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY FOR KEY PBH
BINARY DISCRIMINANTS

In this section we quantify the measurability of the PBH
discriminators presented above, following the flowchart of
Fig. 1. The statistical errors are computed using a Fisher
information matrix approach, which provides an accurate
estimate of the statistical errors in the high-SNR limit with
Gaussian noise and in the absence of systematic biases in
the waveform parameters [155]. Our methodology is
standard, and reviewed in Appendix B for completeness.
We will present results for the planned future stage of the

LIGO experiment (Advanced LIGO), the 3G detector ET
(in its ET-D configuration [49]) and LISA [156]. We do not
explicitly report the analysis for the CE detector, because
the CE noise power spectral density is qualitatively similar
to ET. The noise power spectral densities used in our
analysis are listed in Appendix B 2 a.
As we discussed in the Introduction, we will focus on

binary mergers with individual component masses below
Oð102Þ M⊙. We leave the analysis of more massive events,
up to the supermassive range of interest for LISA, for
future work.

A. Redshift measurement accuracy

Next-generation interferometers such as CE and ET will
be able to search for PBH mergers at redshift z≳ 30, where
mergers of astrophysical origin should not occur [33,71].
However, redshift measurements for such distant cosmo-
logical sources are typically inaccurate and prior dependent
[85]. In Fig. 5, we show the measurement errors estimated
using the Fisher matrix analysis for distant events with
large source redshift and four selected values of the total
mass. The measurement accuracy we obtain is consistent
with the errors computed using a full Bayesian parameter
estimation in Ref. [85], but the Fisher formalism does not

FIG. 5. Relative percentage errors on redshift measurement for
an optimally oriented source located at redshift z, detected with
ET. The various colors correspond to different choices of total
mass M.
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allow us to reproduce the bias towards smaller redshift
observed in their results. This systematic bias is due to a
combination of the assumed prior on the source redshift,
and the asymmetric dependence of the errors on binary
inclination angles [85], and it is partly responsible for
the difficulty in confidently assessing the high-redshift
(z≳ 30) nature of distant binaries. Note also that we do not
report results for total masses M ≳ 60 M⊙ because, in that
case, the SNR is dominated by the merger-ringdown
portion of the GW signal, which we are not including in
our simple estimates.
LISA will also be able to observe events with z≳ 30 if

the total mass of the binary is above M ≳ 2 × 103 M⊙ (see
e.g. Refs. [39,157]). Consistently with the rest of the paper,
we defer a dedicated discussion of the high-mass region of
the parameter space to future work.

B. Horizon of subsolar detection and mass
measurement accuracy

In Fig. 6 (left panel), we show the horizon redshift for
detecting subsolar binaries for Advanced LIGO, ET, and
LISA.5 We assume negligible spins and eccentricity, as
expected for primordial BBHs.
As one can infer from the plot, ET will extend the

horizon redshift of Advanced LIGO by more the 1 order of
magnitude. In terms of maximum distance, in the subsolar
mass range one obtains

dhorL ≈

(
0.40 Gpc

�
M
M⊙

�
5=6

for Advanced LIGO;

7.1 Gpc
�

M
M⊙

�
5=6

for ET;
ð21Þ

where we introduced the chirp mass M≡ η3=5M. This
simple scaling is obtained thanks to the following sim-
plifying conditions being met in this mass range: (i) the
horizon falls below redshift z≲ 1; (ii) the frequencies to
which ground-based detectors are mostly sensitive practi-
cally always fall below the ISCO frequency for those light
binaries; and (iii) the amplitude of the GW signal scales like
A ≈M5=6, see Eq. (B2).
On the other hand, due to the smaller frequencies probed

by space-based detectors, LISAwill have very limited reach
in this mass range. Therefore, the maximum distance that
can be observed is greatly reduced, with a horizon falling
much below the Mpc scale for the subsolar mass range and
scaling as

dhorL ≈

8<
:

0.030 Mpc
�

M
M⊙

�
5=6

for M≲ 0.1 M⊙;

0.20 Mpc
�

M
M⊙

�
1.8

for M≳ 0.1 M⊙;
ð22Þ

assuming an observation duration of Tobs ¼ 1 yr. The
change in slope of the horizon luminosity distance as a
function of mass can be explained by inspecting Eq. (B26),
which describes the frequencies spanned by the GW signal
within the observation time Tobs. For M≲ 0.1 M⊙, the
observed GW signal becomes effectively monochromatic
and the SNR (or the horizon) is only affected by the GW

FIG. 6. Left: horizon redshift as a function of SNR for subsolar-mass mergers assuming noneccentric, spinless and optimally oriented
binaries for different values of the mass ratio. In this mass range, due to the different range of frequencies probed by space-based
detectors, LISAwill have very limited reach and its horizon can only be seen in the bottom right corner. Right: measurement errors of the
binary’s primary and secondary masses in the subsolar range. The binaries are assumed to be located at the horizon redshift of Advanced
LIGO following the same assumptions as in the left panel. We assumed the same distance for ET to highlight the improved precision of
the 3G detector. The dashed and dotted lines indicate smaller values of the mass ratio. In the cases q ≠ 1, the percentile uncertainties on
the primary (secondary) mass is indicated with a darker (lighter) color, which corresponds to the higher (lower) line.

5See also [89] for a similar analysis in the context of extreme
mass-ratio inspirals detectable by LISA and ET.
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amplitude, which in turn is controlled by the binary’s chirp
mass. For M≳ 0.1 M⊙, LISA starts resolving part of the
frequency evolution, and the SNR grows more steeply as a
function of the binary mass due to the larger accessible
frequency range.
In Fig. 6 (right panel), we also show the error estimate on

individual masses. To facilitate the comparison between the
performance of the two experiments, for both Advanced
LIGO and ET we assume the binaries to be located at the
same distance, chosen to be the Advanced LIGO horizon.
Errors decrease for smaller masses due to our choice of
fixing the SNR of the source (SNR ¼ 8 for Advanced
LIGO by construction, much larger but almost constant
around SNR ≈ 110 for ET), and to the corresponding larger
number of cycles spanned by the GW signal in the detector
band. For ET (green lines), we observe a similar depend-
ence of the error on the primary mass, but with an improved
overall measurement accuracy, which scales faster than the
linear dependence on the SNR because 3G detectors have a
smaller frequency cutoff than Advanced LIGO, and there-
fore a larger number of observable cycles. At fixed SNR,
more asymmetric binaries yield smaller relative errors on
the reconstructed mass parameters.
Overall, our results indicate that 3G detectors will be

able to measure the mass of subsolar events with an
extremely high precision, below the percent level.

C. Tidal deformability and tidal disruption

In Fig. 7, we show the measurement errors on the binary
tidal deformability Λ as a function of the total mass
M < 10 M⊙, assuming negligible spins, eccentricity, and
deformability, as predicted by the PBH scenario. We also
report two representative values of the mass ratio (q ¼ 1
and q ¼ 1=4), to show its effects of the measurement errors
on Λ. In this case, we show the errors as a function of the

binary total mass M and not of the primary mass m1, as
done in the previous plots. Indeed, we find that σΛ depends
mostly on M.
The typical deformability expected for a BH-NS binary

is approximately in the range Λ ∈ ð100; 5000Þ, depending
on the NS equation of state [158] and on the mass ratio.
Figure 7 shows that Advanced LIGO (ET) would be able to
exclude Λ ¼ 0 at 3σ (i.e. Λ − 3σΛ > 0) for a symmetric
subsolar-mass binary at dL ¼ 100 Mpc only if Λ > 1.3 ×
104 (Λ > 6.27 × 102).6 Therefore, the constraining power
of Advanced LIGO is limited for this discriminator, while
ET could exclude the primordial origin of a subsolar-mass
binary, based on the tidal deformability measurements,
only for the least compact NSs, which are already margin-
ally in tension with GW170817 [161].
Less compact objects like white dwarfs (or hypothetical

miniboson stars) have much larger tidal deformability,
which can be therefore measured accurately given the
estimates in Fig. 7. However, as previously discussed,
these objects are tidally disrupted well before the ISCO
frequency. In this case the GW signal is abruptly sup-
pressed at the frequency corresponding to the Roche or
contact radius, so it can presumably be distinguished more
easily from the “smooth” inspiral signal of a BH binary.
For this range of masses the measurement accuracy on Λ

with LISA is very low, since LISA can only observe the
early inspiral and tidal effects enter at high PN order.
Therefore, we do not show LISA results in this case.
Finally, note that our Fisher analysis for the errors on Λ

include the eccentricity in the waveform parameters. We
explicitly checked that removing e (i.e. assuming e ¼ 0 or
that it is known a priori) does not affect the error estimates,
even though one expects that reducing the dimensionality
of the problem would result in better constraining power.
This is because the eccentricity and deformability mostly
impact separate phases of the inspiral: eccentricity is larger
at small frequencies, while the tidal deformability (5PN+)
effects become relevant close to the ISCO frequency.
Therefore, e and Λ are effectively uncorrelated in the
Fisher matrix, and removing one of the two parameters
does not reduce uncertainties on the other one.

D. Eccentricity measurement accuracy

A firm prediction of the scenario involving PBH binaries
formed in the early Universe is that their orbit circularizes
before entering the observability band of ground-based
detectors (see Sec. II C). In Fig. 8, we show the orbital
eccentricity measurement accuracy in Advanced LIGO, ET,
and LISA as a function of the binary eccentricity for
selected values of the binary masses. Consistently with the

FIG. 7. Measurement precision of the deformability parameter
Λ at both Advanced LIGO and ET. The binary is assumed to have
spinless components and negligible eccentricity and deformabil-
ity, as predicted by the PBH scenario. The solid (dashed) line
indicates the result for q ¼ 1 (q ¼ 1=4).

6The errors estimated with the present analysis are consistent
with the one reported in Ref. [159] (found by a full Bayesian
parameter estimation) once translated in terms of the reduced
deformability parameter Λ̃≡ −2Λ=39 (see also Ref. [160]).
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results of Ref. [162] for the case of Advanced LIGO, we
find that vanishing eccentricity can be ruled out at 3σ level,
for a binary with total mass M located at a distance
dL ¼ 500 Mpc, if e0 is larger than (see also Ref. [163])

eAdvancedLIGO0 ≳ 5.5 × 10−3
�

M
M⊙

�
0.62

; ð23Þ

with only a negligible dependence on the individual spins
of the binary components and a minor dependence on the
mass ratio. ET will be able to constrain the eccentricity
down to lower values, with a minimum resolvable eccen-
tricity scaling with the binary total mass as

eET0 ≳ 1.8 × 10−3
�

M
M⊙

�
0.48

: ð24Þ

Finally, assuming a binary located at dL ¼ 100 Mpc dis-
tance, for LISA one obtains (see also Refs. [118,120])

eLISA0 ≳ 1.6 × 10−2
�

M
M⊙

�
−0.56

: ð25Þ

It is interesting to stress the trend observed in the relative
accuracy as a function of M. As the eccentricity decreases
during the binary evolution, most of the constraining
power comes from low frequencies (see the discussion
in Sec. II C 2). In both the Advanced LIGO and ET cases, a
heavier binary enters in the observable frequency band
closer to the merger time. For this reason, a larger mass
implies larger errors on the eccentricity. On the other hand,
LISA is mostly sensitive to smaller frequencies, and larger
masses imply smaller errors σe0 due both to the wider
frequencies observable at fixed observation time, and to the
larger SNR. This trend can be observed in the right panel
of Fig. 8.

E. Spin measurement accuracy

In the standard PBH formation scenario, binaries com-
posed of individual PBHs lighter than mPBH ≃ 10 M⊙
retain small spins, as accretion is always ineffective in
spinning up individual components (see Sec. II B).
Therefore, measuring a nonzero spin for a sub-10 M⊙
object would be in tension with a primordial origin (unless
we allow for other PBH formation scenarios). At larger
masses, the prediction for the spins of primordial binaries
becomes uncertain. In particular, binary component spins
may still remain negligible up to masses above
mPBH ≳ 102 M⊙, provided accretion is inefficient (i.e. with
the accretion hyperparameter zcutoff ≈ 30, see Sec. II B).
Therefore, for completeness, we also report whether the
spin measurement accuracy is enough to exclude negligible
spins in the range of masses ½10; 102� M⊙. In Sec. III F we
will address the case of more efficient accretion, and tests of
the resulting mass-spin correlation.
In Fig. 9 (left and center panels), we show the parameter

space in which Advanced LIGO and ET can confidently
exclude negligible spins: i.e. we impose χ − 3σχ > 0, so that
we can rule out the primordial origin of an event.Weplace the
source at a distance dL ¼ 500 Mpc. The performance of the
detectorswould, of course, improve for closer sources.Under
the assumption of aligned spins, in the limit q ¼ 1 it is not
possible to make independent measurements of the individ-
ual component spins. This is because, when setting q ¼ 1,
our waveform model described in Appendix B 1 is com-
pletely determined by χs ≡ ð1=2Þðχ1 þ χ2Þ, and the deriva-
tive with respect to the antisymmetric spin χa≡
ð1=2Þðχ1 − χ2Þ in the Fisher information matrix vanishes
identically. Therefore, in this limit, the results of the Fisher
analysis only provide the uncertainty on χs, and there is a
complete degeneracy between χ1 and χ2.
In the Advanced LIGO case (left panel), the primary spin

can be distinguished from zero for fairly asymmetric sources
(q≲ 0.5) and large primary spin χ1 ≳ 0.3. On the other hand,

FIG. 8. Percentage measurement uncertainty on eccentricity for various values of BBH total mass M. The solid, dashed lines
correspond to q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 1=3, respectively. We can confidently exclude vanishing eccentricity (at 3-σ level) below the horizontal
gray dashed line. The binaries are assumed to be at a distance of dL ¼ 500 Mpc (100 Mpc) for the ground-based (space-based)
experiment, respectively. We have checked that varying the BH spins does not significantly affect the eccentricity measurements. Left:
Advanced LIGO. Center: ET. Right: LISA.
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the secondary spin is never distinguishable from zero within
the 3σ confidence limit (C.L.).We can also explain the nearly
horizontal behavior of the bound in the ðm1; qÞ plane. While
for a binary located at a fixed distance, larger BBH masses
imply larger SNR, they also lead to a smaller number of
cycles in the detector band. The two effects compensate each
other, giving rise to a comparable spinmeasurement accuracy
in the mass range mPBH ⊂ ½10; 102� M⊙.
In the ET case (central panel), when m1 ≳ 10 M⊙ the

larger SNR reduces the error on both spins. We can now
rule out negligible primary or secondary spins if the mass
ratio is q≲ 0.8 for χ1;2 ≳ 0.6. When insteadm1 ≲ 10 M⊙, a
primary spin of magnitude χ1 ¼ ½0.3; 0.6; 0.9� can be
constrained away from zero if q≲ ½0.35; 0.6; 0.75�, and
the secondary spin is only resolved if χ2 ≳ 0.9 and q≲ 0.6.
LISA (right panel) has a smaller reach in this mass range,

so we report results for binaries located at a distance
dL ¼ 100 Mpc. Due to the small SNR, it is not possible to
place bounds on the individual spins for primary masses
below Oð10Þ M⊙. For heavier masses, we can only con-
strain away from zero large primary spins, and only as long
as the mass ratio q ≲ 0.4.

F. Testing the predicted mass-spin correlations

Asdiscussed in Sec. II B, accretion effectswould imprint a
characteristic correlation between masses and spins of PBHs
in binaries. If the modeling of PBH accretion is accurate
enough, the mass-spin relation can (at least in principle) be
compared with a single event to test its consistency with a
primordial origin. In this section we forecast the accuracy
with which current and future experiments could measure
both masses and spins in the range above m1 ≳ 10 M⊙,
where accretion effects may become relevant. For concrete-
ness, we will fix the hyperparameter zcutoff ¼ 23, motivated
by recent comparisons between the PBH scenario and
current data [30,33,36], even though different values are
still possible. This should only be regarded as illustrative.
Amore precise determinationof zcutoff is necessary before the
test proposed here can be applied to GW events.
In Fig. 10 we show the accuracy with which various GW

detectors could constrain the mass-spin correlation. We
assume that we are observing a binary with q ¼ 0.8, and
that the mass-spin correlation is consistent with the
predictions of the primordial scenario with zcutoff ¼ 23.
The top (bottom) panel shows measurement errors for the

FIG. 9. The region below black/red lines indicates the combinations of ðm1; qÞ for which one can confidently exclude vanishing spins
(at 3-σ level) assuming different values of the component BH spins (χ1 ¼ χ2 ¼ χ). The solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to
χ ¼ ½0.3; 0.6; 0.9�, respectively. Black (red) lines correspond to the primary (secondary) BH spins. The color code indicates the SNR,
and the source is assumed to be at a distance dL ¼ 500 Mpc (dL ¼ 100 Mpc) for ground-based (spaced-based) detectors, respectively.
Left: Advanced LIGO. Center: ET. Right: LISA.

FIG. 10. Constraints (at 1, 2, and 3σ) around the PBH mass-spin correlation of Eq. (4) with zcutoff ¼ 23. For illustration, we consider
circular binaries with q ¼ 0.8 at dL ¼ 100 Mpc. Left: Advanced LIGO. Center: ET. Right: LISA.
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individual spins (total mass). For both Advanced LIGO and
LISA, the SNR for a source located at dL ¼ 100 Mpc is too
low to allow for a significant measurement of the individual
PBH spins, even though the measurement accuracy on the
total mass is rather high. On the contrary, ETwill be able to
measure the total mass with subpercent accuracy and also
to constrain the spin of both individual components, as long
as m1 ≳ 40 M⊙.
In Fig. 11we identify the parameter space in themass-spin

plane that is incompatiblewith the PBHpredictionwithin the
GW measurement errors. We inject GW signals in the entire
ðm; χÞ plane, and determine which region can be deemed
incompatible with the primordial hypothesis at 3σ. In agree-
ment with the qualitative results in Fig. 10, we find that both
Advanced LIGO and LISA will not be able to test the
primordial hypothesis on a single-event basis, while ET can
place good constraints in most of the parameter space. We
conclude that 3Gdetectorswill have large enoughSNR to test
the primordial hypothesis based on the mass-spin relation, as
long as systematic uncertainties in the accretion model are
small enough by the time the detectors are taking data.

IV. A CASE STUDY: THE GWTC-3 CATALOG AS
OBSERVED NOW AND BY 3G DETECTORS

In this section we apply the algorithm to assess the
primordial nature of individual GW sources developed
above, and summarized in Fig. 1, to the events reported in
the GWTC-3 catalog [15,41]. In Sec. IVAwe ask whether
we can draw any conclusion from the observed properties
of the GWTC-3 events. Then, in Sec. IV B, we extrapolate
current observations to the estimated measurement accu-
racy achievable with 3G detectors to understand if any
of the current may be confidently classified as primordial
(or not) in the near future.

A. GWTC-3 events

As the current GW detection horizon is within z≲ 1, no
indication of the primordial nature of the single events can
be drawn from current redshift observations.

Additionally, in the GWTC-3 LVK catalog, the eccen-
tricity of the binaries was not measured, as the waveform
models used for this analysis work under the assumption of
zero eccentricity [15]. However, a reanalysis of the events
from the O1/O2/O3a runs [164] suggested that GW190521
and GW190620 may present hints of a nonzero eccentricity
(see also [165–169]). Most of these analyses use waveform
models that neglect higher harmonics and spin precession.
Since both of these effects are known to be important for an
unbiased estimation of the parameters of the binary
[167,170], a nonzero eccentricity measurement may still
be driven by the inaccuracy of the waveform models. Even
if these events are confirmed as having nonzero eccentric-
ity, this would only exclude the primordial origin of two
events. In summary, the large majority of the events
detected so far has an eccentricity compatible with zero,
and therefore this discriminant of their PBH nature is still
inconclusive.
As for the tidal deformability, the only LVK event having

tidal deformability signatures is GW170817, whose pos-
terior is anyway compatible with Λ ≈ 0. Had the electro-
magnetic counterpart [171] of this event not been observed,
it would have been impossible to confidently rule out the
possibility that GW170817 may be a PBH binary, rather
than a NS binary.
Short of constraints coming from redshift, eccentricity,

and tidal deformabilities, we are left with the masses and
spins to test whether the mergers detected so far are of
primordial origin. No events with masses below the thresh-
old of ≈1 M⊙ have been confidently detected so far,
implying that no smoking-gun detection based on light
PBH binaries is available [172–175].
In Figs. 12 and 13 we show summary plots of the events

reported in the GWTC-3 catalog having false-alarm-rate
(FAR) above the threshold of 1=yr. We divide the events in
the catalog following the analysis in Ref. [41]. The first
class includes events having at least one object with mass
below ≈3 M⊙ (potentially consistent with binaries com-
prising NSs). The second class includes events where both
component masses are above ≈3 M⊙.

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but we now show in green the region in the ðm1; χÞ parameter space in which we can conclude at 3σ C.L. that
the event is incompatible with the primordial scenario with zcutoff ¼ 23 (the predicted correlation is shown with a black line). Left:
Advanced LIGO. Center: ET. Right: LISA.
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Let us first focus on the distribution of χeff for the first
class. In Fig. 12 (right panel) we clearly see that the
distribution of χeff is mostly peaked around zero. The
legend of the left panel of Fig. 12 shows their inferred mass
ratio (in round parentheses). At smaller mass ratios the
primary spin becomes better constrained: for example, the
posterior distribution of GW190814 falls almost entirely
within χeff ≲ 0.1. Given the small mass ratio and the
relatively small total mass, the observed smallness of the
primary spin of GW190814 would not be in tension with

the primordial scenario even in the presence of strong
accretion (say, with zcutoff ≈ 10).
The secondary spin is always mostly unconstrained.

A potential exception is GW170817 [161], for which we
can infer χ2 < 0.5 at 90% C.L., mainly because the
mass ratio q is close to unity (m1 ¼ 1.46þ0.12

−0.10 M⊙ and
m2 ¼ 1.27þ0.09

−0.09 M⊙). Overall, we conclude that it is not
possible to rule out the primordial origin of GWTC-3 in the
“first class” based only on their mass and spin measure-
ments. The one obvious exception is GW170817, where the

FIG. 12. Summary plot showing all seven events reported in the GWTC-3 catalog having FAR < 1=yr and at least one of the masses
below 3 M⊙ [15,41]. Left: posterior distributions in the ðm1; m2Þ plane. The shaded region corresponds to 50% C.L., while the outer
contour to 90% C.L. The posterior shapes roughly follow lines of constant chirp mass M, as that is the best measured parameter from
the waveform. To facilitate the discussion in the text, we report the mean value of mass ratio qwithin brackets on the side of each event’s
name. Right: posterior distributions for both the individual spins χi and the effective inspiral spin parameter χeff, following the same
color code as in the left panel.

FIG. 13. Summary plot showing all 69 events reported in the GWTC-3 catalog having FAR < 1=yr and both masses ≳3 M⊙ which
are confidently regarded as BBH events [15,41]. We show the posterior distribution for the total mass of the binaries (bottom panel),
while the color code indicates the mean effective spin parameter. The top panel shows the 90% C.L. for χeff of each event, following the
same color code (the dashed horizontal lines bracket each color group).
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observed electromagnetic counterpart [171] (not expec-
ted from a BBH merger7) allows us to confidently identify
the event as a binary NS merger.8

Consider now the second class of GWTC-3 events, those
for which both masses are above ≈3 M⊙ (see Fig. 13). We
can further divide these events in two broad categories: one
containing events with mean total mass below ≈30 M⊙
(corresponding to the first peak in the BBH population
distribution identified by the latest LVK population ana-
lysis [41]) and the remaining, more massive binaries.
Within the first category, even though no precise

measurement of individual spins was performed so far,
we can check whether individual events are consistent with
the primordial hypothesis by assessing whether χeff can be
compatible with jχeff j≲ 10−2, which is the prediction for
PBH binaries in this mass range. Out of the 14 events
in the first class, five (GW151226, GW190720_000836,
GW190728_064510, GW191103_012549, GW191204_
171526, and GW191216_213338) have χeff > 10−2 at
99% C.L., so they are in tension with the standard PBH
scenario.
At larger masses, only three events are found to be

spinning (that is, in our context, jχeff j≳ 10−2 at 99% C.L.).
The fastest spinning one, GW190517_055101, has
χeff ¼ 0.52þ0.19

−0.19 , and it could only be compatible with
the PBH scenario in the presence of some accretion
(zcutoff ≲ 20). In addition, due to its smaller total mass,
GW190412 would be compatible with the primordial
scenario only if zcutoff ≲ 16. Finally, the large jχeff j of
GW190519_153544 cannot be used to provide information
on its primordial origin because the event has large mass,
which would allow for any values of zcutoff within the
posterior.
Finally, let us focus on the individual spins. Only two out

of the 69 massive binaries in the GWTC-3 catalog have
primary BH spins incompatible with zero at more than
99% C.L.: these are the aforementioned GW190517_
055101 and GW191109_010717. The latter event is
“special” also because the posterior for the effective spin
χeff has the largest support at negative values. Given their
masses, we can only conclude that these two events would
be incompatible with large values of cutoff zcutoff (close to
≈30), i.e. with negligible accretion.

We remark that the qualitative analysis of the GWTC-3
events presented in this section is based on the LVK
parameter estimation analysis, which assumes uniformative
priors. As current detections are still characterized by
relatively small SNR values, the interpretation of some
events can be sensitive to the choice of priors [180–184]
(see Ref. [47] for an interpretation of the events assuming
PBH-motivated priors). Additionally, as pointed out by
Ref. [164], there is a correlation between the aligned spins
and eccentricity obtained from GW parameter estimation.
Therefore, GW data analyzed with waveforms neglecting
eccentricity may be affected by systematic errors, so that
eccentric systems may be misinterpreted as quasicircular
systems with nonzero aligned spin.
It was first suggested in Ref. [185] (and then confirmed

in Ref. [41]) that a fraction of the GWTC-3 events shows a
peculiar correlation between q and χeff : more asymmetric
binaries tend to have larger positive values of χeff . This
property of the population cannot conclusively determine
the PBH origin of individual events, but the observed
correlation would be in contrast with the primordial
scenario, which predicts a wider distribution of χeff for
large total masses, and small values of jχeff j for small q at
fixed primary mass. As pointed out in Ref. [186], GWTC-3
data also support the hypothesis that a fraction of events
may be characterized by a mass-spin correlation which
closely resembles the one expected in the PBH scenario
discussed here. However, the PBH origin of the events is
still indistinguishable from astrophysical formation in the
dynamical channel with current statistics.

B. GWTC-3-like events as observed by 3G detectors

It is interesting to test whether future experiments would
be able to provide enough information to exclude or
confirm the primordial origin of some of the GWTC-3
events. We can consider explicit examples and use their
inferred parameters in a Fisher matrix analysis to forecast
how accurately ET could measure the two individual spins
(we neglect z, e, and Λ since, as discussed above, the
measured values for these quantities in the GWTC-3
catalog are uninteresting for ruling out PBHs).
We consider a representative candidate from each of the

various groups of events, including low-mass events, events
belonging to the two peaks in the mass distribution
identified in GWTC-3 [41], and upper mass gap events.
Low-mass events (e.g. GW190814).—This event is

regarded as a potential outlier of both the astrophysical
BH and NS populations [41]. A similar event detected by
ETwould have SNR ≈ 820, so we would measure the mass
parameters with percent precision and the primary spin
with σχ1 ≈ 0.04. This implies that, given the current median
value of χ1 ≈ 0.034, one would not be able to rule out the
primordial origin for the primary component of the binary.
Because of the small mass ratio, the secondary spin will be
poorly measured, with σχ2 ≈ 0.46. Therefore, it would not

7A possible association between the BBH event GW190521
and an EM flare was suggested in Ref. [176], assuming that the
merger took place in an Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) disk.

8We do not address the possibility of mixed astrophysical-PBH
mergers (i.e. binaries formed dynamically with a compact object
coming from each population) because, generally, the merger
rates produced by dynamical capture are insufficient to explain
the observed events under reasonable assumptions on the dark
matter overdensity in star clusters [32,177,178]. We note,
however, that multiple exchange interactions may boost the
formation rate for those mixed objects, as suggested in
Refs. [32,179].
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be possible to rule out the possibility that the second object
may be either a BH formed from stellar collapse, or a
second-generation BH resulting from a previous binary NS
merger. Similar conclusions apply to GW190917_114630,
despite the relatively smaller difference between the indi-
vidual masses.
First peak in the mass distribution (e.g. GW191204_

171526).—This is a representative event for the first
peak in the BBH mass distribution identified by the
LVK population analysis [41], with individual masses
m1 ¼ 11.9þ3.3

−1.8 M⊙ and m2 ¼ 8.2þ1.4
−1.6 M⊙. As previously

discussed, PBHs with such masses are predicted to retain
small spins in the standard scenario. A detection of such an
event by ET would have SNR ≈ 455 and subpercent
precision in measuring mass parameters. The relative errors
on the spins would be around σχ1 ≈ 0.16 and σχ2 ≈ 0.25,
thus allowing us to rule out the primordial origin at 3σ for
similar events with spins larger than χ1 ≳ 0.5 and
χ2 ≳ 0.75. Ruling out of the primordial origin for events
in this region of the parameter space would not be possible
with Advanced LIGO. Given the large number of events
falling in this mass range, which is currently expected to
dominate the BBH population, these findings confirm the
importance of 3G detectors for identifying PBH binaries.
Second peak in the mass distribution (e.g. GW200129_

065458).—Similarly to the previous case, we pick this
event as representative of the second peak in the BBH mass
distribution. In ET this event would have SNR ≈ 860, but
owing to the larger masses, the spin measurement accuracy
is somewhat reduced, with σχ1 ≈ 0.24 and σχ2 ≈ 0.33. The
reduced spin measurement accuracy and the uncertainties
in the accretion model make it challenging to probe
the PBH nature of events in this mass range even for
ET, unless less distant events are observed (as assumed in
Figs. 10 and 11).
Upper mass gap events (e.g. GW190521).—Our con-

clusions on the massive events of the GWTC-3 catalog
apply also to GW190521-like objects.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In previous work we carried out a population analysis
and asked whether subpopulations of PBHs can be com-
patible with the observed catalog of GW events, given
current uncertainties in astrophysical formation scenarios
[36]. In this work we asked a complementary question:
what are the key observables which may allow us to assess
the primordial origin of BHs at the single-event level?
We have taken a conservative point of view: we first

identified the crucial combinations of binary parameters that
would allow us to draw conclusions on the primordial origin
of the events, and then we quantified how accurately present
and planned experiments (including Advanced LIGO, ET,
and LISA) could measure those key observables.

Our findings can be summarized as follows (see Fig. 1):
Large-redshift observations.—A smoking-gun signal of

PBHs would be the detection of a GW signal at redshift
larger than z≳ 30, as long as we can confidently set lower
bounds on the source redshift. We have estimated uncer-
tainties in the source redshift measurements as a function of
the PBH mass, essentially confirming the findings of
Ref. [85]. For events at z > zcutoff (which might be smaller
than z ≈ 30), another possibility is to use the characteristic
z − χ correlation predicted in the standard PBH formation
scenario.
Eccentricity.—In the standard formation scenario con-

sidered here, primordial binaries do not retain any relevant
eccentricity at observable redshifts. We investigated the
lower bounds on e above which the primordial nature of the
mergers may be excluded. This signature will be useful to
rule out the primordial origin of an event only when it
retains some significant eccentricity, and even then we
should allow for the possibility of an astrophysical origin in
dynamical formation scenarios.
Subsolar-mass events and tidal deformability.—Even

subsolar, zero-eccentricity events may not be PBHs if their
tidal deformability is nonzero. Future 3G detectors will be
able to measure the mass of BHs in binaries with sub-
percent accuracy. This is often sufficient to confidently
claim the primordial nature of the compact object. Possible
alternatives, such as white dwarfs and miniboson stars, can
be distinguished from PBHs by using the characteristic pre-
ISCO cutoff in the GW signal caused by tidal disruption.
Masses and spins.—We have quantified the mass and

spin measurement accuracy achievable by 3G detectors in
the solar mass range, showing that ET will be able to test
the mass-spin correlation predicted in the standard PBH
formation scenario (see Figs. 10 and 11). This test could
only be performed on single events in the future if
systematic theoretical uncertainties on PBH accretion are
significantly reduced.
As a proof of principle, we have applied this strategy to

the events in the recently released GWTC-3 catalog. Due to
the relatively low SNR of the binary mergers observed in
current detectors, there are very few events that can be
deemed incompatible with a primordial origin, and there
are no smoking-gun signatures of PBHs in the current
catalog. We then quantified how 3G detectors will amelio-
rate the current state of affairs by estimating what could be
learned at higher SNRs from the same GW events already
present in the GWTC-3 catalog. This is, of course, a very
conservative scenario, because the most informative events
are likely to be just those that are not observable with
current interferometers.
This work can be extended in various directions. It will

be interesting to study what can be learned from LISA
observations of massive BHs, for which PBH formation
predictions are still under investigation, mainly because it is
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difficult to quantify the effect of accretion. The simple
inspiral Fisher matrix analysis we performed can and
should be improved through a full Bayesian parameter
estimation framework of the complete inspiral-merger-
ringdown waveforms (see e.g. [162,166,187,188]). This
is especially relevant for low-SNR events. In addition, it is
possible that the correlations between certain observable
parameters (such as chirp mass and eccentricity) may differ
between primordial and astrophysical formation models
(see e.g. [119]). These correlations may either enhance or
reduce the constraining power of future detectors. Finally, it
will be interesting to understand how to best optimize the
3G detector network and to investigate the potential of
multiband events [189–195] to better assess the (primordial
or astrophysical) nature of the observed merging events.
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APPENDIX A: FITS OF MASS-SPIN RELATION
FOR PBH BINARIES AS A RESULT

OF ACCRETION

In this Appendix we provide the numerical coefficients
specifying the analytical relation between masses and spins

for PBH binaries at redshift smaller than zcutoff ∈ ½10; 30�,
see Eq. (4). These coefficients are reported in Table I.
Mathematica and PYTHON codes with the relevant tabulated
functions are publicly available at the GIT repository linked
in [196]. The analytical fit may be useful when performing
Bayesian parameter estimations assuming PBH motivated
priors, or for searches in the GW catalog for a PBH
motivated mass-spin relation.

APPENDIX B: METHODOLOGY

In this Appendix we review the methodology adopted to
derive the main results contained in the paper. We start by
reviewing the waveform model we use, mainly following
Ref. [162] and references therein. Then we review the
Fisher matrix method and we list our chosen power spectral
density curves for the GW experiments discussed in
this work, as well as the frequency range used in the
integrations.

1. Waveform model

We define the GW signal in Fourier space adopting the
stationary phase approximation (SPA). We can write

h̃ðfÞ ¼ AeiΨ; ðB1Þ

where

A ¼ −
�
5πη

96

�
1=2

�
M2

D

�
ðπMfÞ−7=6

× ½ð1þ cos2ðιÞÞ2F2þ þ 4 cos2ðιÞF2
×�1=2: ðB2Þ

Eccentric corrections are only introduced in the phase
evolution Ψ via a “postcircular” [197] low-eccentricity
expansion accurate to Oðe20Þ, presented below. This wave-
form is an extension of the one presented in Ref. [198] with
the inclusion of spin effects performed in [162]. Also, in the
previous formula, we introduced the binary inclination
angle ι relative to the line of sight, the distance to the

TABLE I. Mass-spin relation for PBH binaries: numerical coefficients in the analytical fit described in Eq. (5).

a01 az;11 az;21 az;31 aq;11 aq;21 aq;31
a1;11 a2;11 a1;21 a2;21

57.8531 −66.8879 43.9529 −5.46522 −56.4905 39.4605 −10.5127 37.4532 −17.5600 −17.5899 7.32670
b01 bz;11 bz;21 bz;31 bq;11 bq;21 bq;31

b1;11 b2;11 b1;21 b2;21

2.14680 −3.65483 1.23732 −0.185276 −1.59262 −1.33445 0.940219 2.48367 0.0136971 −0.313974 −0.218091
c01 cz;11 cz;21 cz;31 cq;11 cq;21 cq;31

c1;11 c2;11 c1;21 c2;21

0.441418 −0.738179 0.834177 −0.175491 −0.231674 2.12451 −0.787300 −0.0461876 −1.20687 −0.234563 0.477210
a02 az;12 az;22 az;32 aq;12 aq;22 aq;32

a1;12 a2;12 a1;22 a2;22

44.3220 −72.7617 50.9837 −8.27027 19.8378 −33.8142 18.3605 −6.80676 1.95003 0.0581762 −0.957243
b02 bz;12 bz;22 bz;32 bq;12 bq;22 bq;32

b1;12 b2;12 b1;22 b2;22

3.65282 −6.94442 3.55860 −0.630911 −0.474109 −0.199862 0.0523957 0.737077 0.0855668 −0.178022 −0.0212303
c02 cz;12 cz;22 cz;32 cq;12 cq;22 cq;32

c1;12 c2;12 c1;22 c2;22

−0.189439 1.28502 −0.587638 0.0864602 −0.905386 1.25085 −0.346207 0.158765 −0.447706 −0.0109165 0.0945026
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detector D, the antenna pattern functions Fþ;× and the
symmetric mass ratio η ¼ m1m2=M2. The SPA phase can
be written as a sum of PN corrections:

ΨðfÞ ¼ ϕc þ 2πftc þ
3

128ηv5
ð1þ ΔΨtidal

6PN

þ ΔΨcirc
3:5PN þ ΔΨspin;circ

4PN þ ΔΨecc
3PNÞ; ðB3Þ

where tc and ϕc are the coalescence time and phase, and
v≡ ðπMfÞ1=3 is the PN orbital velocity parameter. The
tidal deformability terms we include in the waveform,
starting at 5PN order, are defined in Eq. (18).
The standard 3.5PN circular contribution is

ΔΨcirc
3:5PN ¼

X7
n¼2

cnðηÞvn; ðB4Þ

where the coefficients cnðηÞ are found in Eq. (3.18) of
[199], and the 2.5PN and 3PN coefficients depend also
on ln v.
Spin effects up to 4PN order add a contribution

ΔΨspin;circ
4PN ¼ 4β1.5v3 − 10σv4 þ v5 ln v3

�
40

9
β2.5

− β1.5

�
3715

189
þ 220

9
η

��
þ P6v6

þ P7v7 þ P8v8; ðB5Þ

where β1.5 is the 1.5PN spin-orbit term [200–202]

β1.5 ¼
X
i¼1;2

χiκi

�
113

12

m2
i

M2
þ 25

4
η

�
: ðB6Þ

The 2PN spin-spin term includes three distinct contribu-
tions σ ¼ σS1S2

þ σQM þ σselfspin [203]:
(i) the standard spin-spin interaction [200,202]

σS1S2
¼ 1

48
ηχ1χ2ð721κ1κ2 − 247γ12Þ; ðB7Þ

(ii) the quadrupole-monopole term [204]

σQM ¼ 5

2

X
i¼1;2

χ2i

�
mi

M

�
2

ð3κ2i − 1Þ; ðB8Þ

(iii) the self-spin interaction [203,205]

σSS�self ¼
1

96

X
i¼1;2

χ2i

�
mi

M

�
2

ð7 − κ2i Þ: ðB9Þ

In the previous equations χi denotes the dimension-
less spin parameter, κi ¼ ŝi · L̂N is the cosine of the

angle between the ith spin direction ŝi and the
Newtonian orbital angular momentum direction
L̂N , and γ12 ¼ ŝ1 · ŝ2.

The 2.5PN spin-orbit term β2.5 is [206]

βSO2.5 ¼
X
i¼1;2

χiκi

�
m2

i

M2

�
−
31319

1008
þ 1159

24
η

�

þ η

�
−
809

84
þ 281

8
η

��
; ðB10Þ

where BH absorption terms (i.e. tidal heating) were
neglected [153]. The subsequent 3PN, 3.5PN, and 4PN
terms P6, P7, and P8 can be found in Ref. [207]. This
analysis assumes nonprecessing (aligned) spins, and there-
fore the parameters βð���Þ and σð���Þ are constant in time and
functions of χi.
Leading order in eccentricity corrections to the SPA

phase were derived up to 3PN order in Ref. [198], building
upon previous results on eccentric binaries [208–213].
Following Ref. [162], we use the full 3PN expression in
our calculations, whose structure is of the form

ΔΨecc
3PN ¼ −

2355

1462
e20

�
v0
v

�
19=3

�
1þ v2

�
299076223

81976608

þ 18766963

2927736
η

�
þ v20

�
2833

1008
−
197

36
η

�

þ � � � þOðv6Þ
�
: ðB11Þ

Here, e0 is the eccentricity at a reference frequency f0, and
v0 ≡ ðπMf0Þ1=3. The choice of f0 is arbitrary, and through-
out this paper we set f0 ¼ 10 Hz, following Ref. [162].
We additionally introduce the effect of cosmological

redshift by replacing, in Eq. (B1), the distance D by the
luminosity distance dL, defined as

dLðzÞ ¼
c
H0

ð1þ zÞ
Z

z

0

dz0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ΩMð1þ z0Þ3 þΩΛ

p ; ðB12Þ

whereH0¼100h ðkm=sÞ=Mpc, h¼0.6790, ΩM ¼ 0.3065,
and ΩΛ ¼ 0.6935 [214]. Also, the redshift of the GW
frequency can be accounted for in Eq. (B1) by replacing
the total mass with the observer-frame total mass
M → Mobs ¼ ð1þ zÞM. Throughout this work, M refers
to the source-frame total mass.

2. Fisher matrix analysis

The Fisher information matrix is often used to assess the
parameter estimation capabilities of GW detectors (see, for
example, Refs. [131,215–220], as well as Refs. [155,221]
for discussions of the limitations of this approach).
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The output sðtÞ of a general GW interferometer can be
written as the sum of the GW signal hðt; ξ⃗Þ and the
stationary detector noise nðtÞ. The posterior distribution
for the hyperparameters θ⃗ can be approximated by

pðθ⃗jsÞ ∝ πðθ⃗Þe−1
2
ðhðθ⃗Þ−sjhðθ⃗Þ−sÞ ðB13Þ

in terms of the prior distribution πðθ⃗Þ. Here we have
introduced the inner product

ðgjhÞ ¼ 2

Z
fmax

fmin

df
hðfÞg�ðfÞ þ h�ðfÞgðfÞ

SnðfÞ
: ðB14Þ

In Eq. (B14), SnðfÞ is the detector noise power spectral
density, and fmin (fmax) is the characteristic minimum
(maximum) frequency of integration. The frequency band
of interest for each GW experiment will be discussed in
Sec. B 2 b below.
Following the principle of the maximum-likelihood esti-

mator, the central values of the hyperparameters are approxi-
mated by the point θ⃗≡ θ⃗p where the likelihood peaks. In the
limit of large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðhjhÞp

), one can
perform a Taylor expansion of Eq. (B13) and get

pðθ⃗jsÞ ∝ πðθ⃗Þe−1
2
ΓabΔθaΔθb ; ðB15Þ

whereΔθ⃗ ¼ θ⃗p − θ⃗ andwehave introduced theFishermatrix

Γab ¼
� ∂h
∂θa

				 ∂h∂θb
�

θ⃗¼θ⃗p

: ðB16Þ

The errors on the hyperparameters are, therefore, given by
σa ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Σaa

p
, where Σab ¼ ðΓ−1Þab is the covariance matrix.

Our parameter set is the following:

θa ¼ ðtc;ϕc; lnM; ln η; χ1; χ2; ln e0Þ; ðB17Þ

with the addition of the redshift z in Sec. III A and of the
tidal deformability Λ in Sec. III C. Following Ref. [162],
we use Gaussian priors on the parameters ϕc ∈ ½−π; π�,
χ1;2 ∈ ½−1; 1�, corresponding to

δϕc ¼ π; δχ1;2 ¼ 1; ðB18Þ

by adding to the diagonal elements of our Fisher matrix
terms of the form Γ0

aa ¼ 1=ðδθaÞ2.
Throughout this work, we always consider sources

which are optimally oriented with respect to the detector.
This means that orientation-dependent terms in the ampli-
tude take the value

ð1þ cos2ðιÞÞ2F2þ þ 4 cos2ðιÞF2
× ¼ 4 ðB19Þ

and the optimal SNR ρopt can be computed using

ρ2opt ¼
5

6π4=3
ð1þ zÞ5=3 ηM

5=3

d2LðzÞ
Z

fhigh

flow

f−7=3

SnðfÞ
df: ðB20Þ

a. Power spectral density curves

For Advanced LIGO, we consider the expected power
spectral density (PSD) of the “zero-detuning, high power”
configuration [222]:

SnðfÞ ¼ 10−48 Hz−1ð0.0152x−4 þ 0.2935x9=4

þ 2.7951x3=2 − 6.5080x3=4 þ 17.7622Þ; ðB21Þ

where x ¼ f=ð245.4 HzÞ [see also Eq. (4.7) of Ref. [223]].
We adopt the ET-D sensitivity curves from Ref. [49].
Finally, we consider the LISA PSD of Ref. [156] (see also
[224]), which provides an analytic fit for the detector noise.
The PSD consists of two parts: the instrumental noise and
the confusion noise produced by unresolved galactic
binaries, i.e.

SnðfÞ ¼ SInsn ðfÞ þ SWDN
n ðfÞ; ðB22Þ

where

SInsn ðfÞ ¼ A1

�
POMS þ 2½1þ cos2ðf=f⋆Þ�

Pacc

ð2πfÞ4
�

×

�
1þ 6

10

f2

f2⋆

�
; ðB23Þ

A1 ¼ 10=3L2, L ¼ 2.5 Gm, f⋆ ¼ 19.09 mHz, while

POMS ¼ ð1.5 × 10−11mÞ2
�
1þ

�
2 mHz

f

�
4
�
Hz−1;

PACC ¼ ð3 × 10−15 ms−2Þ2
�
1þ

�
0.4 mHz

f

�
2
�

×

�
1þ

�
f

8 mHz

�
4
�
Hz−1: ðB24Þ

For the white dwarf contribution, we use

SWDN
n ¼A2f−7=3e−f

αþβfsinðκfÞ½1þ tanhðγðfk−fÞÞ�; ðB25Þ

with the amplitude A2 ¼ 9 × 10−45 Hz−1, and the coeffi-
cients ðα; β; κ; γ; fkÞ ¼ ð0.171; 292; 1020; 1680; 0.00215Þ.
The noise spectral densities are shown in Fig. 14.

b. Frequency range

We set fmin to the minimum frequency detectable by the
interferometer. In particular, we adopt as minimum
frequencies fAdvancedLIGOlow ¼ 10 Hz (fETlow ¼ 1 Hz) for the
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Advanced LIGO (ET) case. For LISA we take
fLISAlow ¼ max½10−5 Hz; fLISAobs �, i.e. the maximum frequency
between the cutoff frequency below which the LISA noise
curve is not well characterized (10−5 Hz) and the frequency
corresponding to a binary that spends Tobs ¼ 1 yr to span
the frequency band up to fLISAmax . We use a LISA maximum
frequency fLISAmax ¼ 1 Hz. Therefore, we find [219]

fLISAobs ¼
��

fLISAmax

Hz

�−8=3
þ 49

�
M
M⊙

�
5=3

�
Tobs

yr

��−3=8
Hz:

ðB26Þ

On the other hand, the maximum frequency is set by the
smallest value between either the maximum frequency
reached by the detector

fðAdvanced LIGO;ET;LISAÞ
max ¼ ð104; 104; 1Þ Hz ðB27Þ

or the ISCO frequency of the binary system, defined as

fISCO;z ¼
1

1þ z

Ω̂ISCOðχfÞ
πMf

; ðB28Þ

where Ω̂ISCOðχÞ≡MKerrΩISCO is the dimensionless angu-
lar frequency for a circular, equatorial orbit around a Kerr
BH with mass Mkerr and spin parameter χ [225], while χf
and Mf are the final spin and mass of the BH merger
remnant, whose full expressions (based on fits to numeri-
cal relativity simulations [95,226]) can be found in
Appendix B of Ref. [162].
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